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Abstract—With the growing importance of parametric (process and
environmental) variations in advanced technologies, it has become a
serious challenge to design reliable, fast and low-power embedded
memories. Adopting a variation-aware design paradigm requires a
holistic perspective of memory-wide metrics such as yield, power and
performance. However, accurate estimation of such metrics is largely
dependent on circuit implementation styles, technology parameters and
architecture-level specifics.

In this paper, we propose a fully automated tool - INFORMER - that
helps high-level designers estimate memory reliability metrics rapidly and
accurately. The tool relies on accurate circuit-level simulations of failure
mechanisms such as soft-errors and parametric failures. The statistics
obtained can then help couple low-level metrics with higher-level design
choices. A new technique for rapid estimation of low-probability failure
events is also proposed. We present three use-cases of our prototype tool
to demonstrate its diverse capabilities in autonomously guiding large
SRAM based robust memory designs.

I. INTRODUCTION

The design of embedded memories has garnered much significant

importance over the last decade as it expected that they will occupy

more than 70% silicon real-estate by 2017 [1]. In deep sub-micron

technologies, the task of design is compounded with new challenges

introduced by parametric variations of process and environmental

parameters. Such variations introduce non-uniform characteristics

in memory components leading to indeterministic behaviour post-

manufacturing worsening the reliability metric. In this paper, we

focus on the design of fault tolerant embedded memories subject to

limits set on system level metrics such as energy, performance and

area.

Limited by factors such as memory density and low-power

consumption, embedded memories using minimum geometry six-

transistor (6T) SRAM cells under the effects of parametric variability

become unstable and start failing under different scenarios. Variations

in the threshold voltage can reduce the stability of the cell (lower

noise margins) increasing the susceptibility to a bit flip leading to a

failure. Then, there are soft-errors that are caused due to energization

of bitcells due to the collision of impurity induced alpha particles or

neutrons generated from cosmic rays. The random nature of such fail-

ures as a rare phenomena can become quite significant in the context

of memory yield. Techniques like error-correcting codes (ECC) and

redundancy help lower the failure rate and improve memory yield

albeit incurring area, performance and power overheads. Therefore,

for any given design, while improving robustness is critical, it is

also important that system-level metrics like performance is enhanced

whilst lowering power consumption. In that regard, recent research

has highlighted the need to analyse the global figures of merit defined

by energy, yield and performance when evaluating new proposals

targeting robust memory design [2]. Moreover, trends in the EDA

industry have shown that reliable embedded memory design will be

the biggest challenge in the next decade; and developing design flows

and tools centered around it will represent the fastest growing product

segment [3].

In this paper, we introduce a novel tool (INFORMER: An Inte-

grated Framework for Early-Stage Memory Robustness Analysis),

that allows users to estimate memory reliability under the impact

of parametric (soft) failures for a given SRAM cell design, tech-

nology, working environment and memory architecture. The primary

contributions of the paper can be summarized as:

• A novel technique for estimating the failure probability of

SRAM cells by leveraging transistor dimensions.

• INFORMER tool that provides a simple and transparent in-

terface to estimate memory robustness. It aggregates memory

specification from different levels of design-abstraction → builds

a prototype memory at the circuit-level → estimates memory re-

liability → applies it on higher-level specifications → optimizes

simultaneously multiple-objectives if needed.

INFORMER is then interfaced with another highly specialized and

accurate tool - TFIT for soft-error rate analysis [4].

The main objective of the tool is to provide a stable platform for

higher-level designers to evaluate the impact of soft failures and errors

in embedded memories for a wide range of design specifications

within a reasonable amount of time.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section

II discusses failure probability estimation methodology. Section III

discusses the design flow of INFORMER and its internal components.

In section IV, we discuss three case studies on the diverse uses

of INFORMER. Finally, in section V, the concluding remarks are

presented.

II. RAPID FAILURE ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY

In order to estimate the SRAM-cell failure probability, we consider

four scenarios where the cell can potentially fail :

Write Failure : This type of failure occurs when a ’0’ cannot be

written into the node storing a 1 when the wordline is high.

Read Failure : Disturbance on the bitlines causes the cell to flip

during a read operation. In other words, an accidental write operation

happens during a read access. For the sake of brevity, we don’t

consider failures from column half-select disturbances prevalent in

8T-SRAM(s) like cells employing single-ended sensing scheme.

Access Failure : The cell is not able to create a bit-differential equal

to sense amplifier offset in the time it is enabled. As a result, the

output of the sense-amplifier is faulty.

Hold Failure : During the standby mode, when reducing the standby

supply voltage beyond a certain level, the contents of the cell are

destroyed.

The total failure probability Pfailure is then given by P[WF ∪
RF ∪ AF ∪ HF]. At nominal voltages, the failure probability is978-3-9815370-2-4/DATE14/ c©2014 EDAA



extremely low owing to sufficient noise margins requiring exhaustive

number of simulations for estimating failure probability. As a result,

estimating the failure probability in minimum time requires special

approximation techniques. It is possible to minimize the quantum of

simulations by reducing the search space by determining apriori the

failure region of maximum likelihood. The accuracy of measurements

in such cases is largely dependent on the technique used. Most

probable failure point analysis is one such technique that can be

leveraged to improve the efficiency and accuracy of traditional monte-

carlo based methods [5]. The task of failure probability estimation

can be simplified into the problem of finding in the variation space

the most probable point of occurrence for which the SRAM cell fails.

In a regular six-transistor (6T) cell, random variations in the threshold

voltage are primarily responsible for parametric failures. The number

of directions in which the threshold variations of all six transistors can

vary within the variation space is 26 = 64. Previous published work

assumes that for each of the four failure mechanisms, there is only

one direction where failures are dominant. However, our simulations

have demonstrated that the length and width of the six constituent

transistors can greatly influence the failure probability as they modify

read/write parameters, cell leakage and propagation delays making

it harder to determine accurately the failure probability accurately

when limiting the search space to just one direction. We introduce a

Algorithm 1: Leveraged MPFP analysis

Input: Cell Dimensions (Symmetric), σVth, Pfail = 0

Output: failure probability

for Each Failure Mechanism do
Dim = {LPU ,LPD,LNA,WPU ,WPD,WNA}normalised

FailureDirections =
⋃|Dim|

i=1
Direction

i
lookup, i∈Dim

end

foreach FailureDirection do
determine failure and no-failure boundary ;

while Simulation number < limit do
generate ∆Vth1

... ∆Vth6
(within boundaries);

run Simulation ;

if Failure criteria == True then

Pfailure =

6∏

i=1

P (∆Vthi
)

end

end

Pfail = Pfail + max(Pfailure)
end

new technique called leveraged MPFP that calculates the MPFP for

more than one direction based on cell dimensions. The concept of

using cell dimensions to trade-off estimation accuracy for simulation

speed is based on the notion that with increase in cell dimensions,

improved noise margins lower failure probability. This will enable

us to to tune the estimation technique so as to reduce/increase the

number of required simulations dependent on cell dimensions. The

basic methodology of l MPFP is shown in algorithm 1. For each

direction (out of 64) where a failure event is likely to occur, the

technique searches for the MPFP based on threshold variability. We

improve the computational complexity of the search algorithm by

first using a 1-D approximation by generating the ∆Vth values in

equal normalised variations and determining the boundary between

a failure event and a no-failure event. Within the region between

the two boundaries, the traditional MPFP technique is executed to

determine the combination of ∆Vth values of the six transistors

that maximizes the failure probability. The accuracy of our proposed

technique is largely dependent on the increments of ∆Vth values

used to determine the two boundaries. Assuming a 3σ variation,

we were able to determine the boundaries with acceptable levels

of accuracy within 100 increments. As for determining the failure

directions with maximum likelihood, we use data obtained apriori

by running exhaustive simulations for a wide range of cell sizes and

using a look-up table to reference based on normalised λ values of

transistor dimensions.

The simulations were performed for a range of threshold deviation

values for a cell designed in 22nm HP-PTM operating at 0.7V with

dimensions obtained from [6], [7]. For the reminder of the paper, we

will present results for the same configuration unless it is explicitly

mentioned. The results are presented in figure 1. We used the

HSPICE simulator for traditional monte-carlo based simulations. At

low variation corners where failure probability is extremely low, both

MPFP and lMPFP estimate failure probabilities that is an order of

magnitude different from SPICE estimates. This is primarily because
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Fig. 1. Failure probabilities under varying threshold voltage deviation

both techniques derive the probability density function (PDF) of only

one point in the variation space with maximum probability. However,

the presence of more than one failing point with near-identical

probability can reduce the effectiveness of our technique. The number

of directions where failures are more probable to occur as obtained by

our technique is shown within the figure. As the threshold variation

increases, lMPFP is able to perform on par with traditional monte-

carlo simulations while MPFP still suffers from such primitive issues.

For the case of failure probability ≈ 10−5, the simulations were

run for more than 3 hours in HSPICE compared to the 31 seconds

it took for our technique to complete achieving 350X speed-up. It

should also be noted that there are several other techniques such as

importance sampling and probability collectives that build on top of

MPFP to improve the accuracy of the measurement tremendously. As

mentioned earlier, our technique in conjunction with the INFORMER

framework is designed to help derive a trend in memory robustness

when considering multiple design choices (across different levels

of abstraction) simultaneously and is not designed to be a memory

robustness sign-off tool.

III. OVERVIEW OF INFORMER

INFORMER has been designed as a generic tool capable of guiding

designs across different process nodes. It has been written in Python

on top of SPICE. The tool supports a wide variety of input parameters

describing the different memory components with varying levels of

detail. The primary inputs of the configuration file include :

• Technology specific transistor models - SPICE libraries



• Architecture-level memory specifics - number of rows and

columns/array, number of redundancy columns, total size of

memory, read-out width and ECC strength

• Bitcell specifications - maximum wordline pulse-width, SA

enable time, SA offset, Hold voltage

• Parametric variability information - threshold, channel-length &
width variability, Temperature range

• extra parameters needed for soft-error simulations like particle

flux and pulse-width of strike
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Fig. 2. INFORMER design flow.

As shown in figure 2, at the heart of the system lies the engine that

is completely responsible for all tasks ranging from characterizing

SRAM cells to designing whole memory macros. The simulation and

statistics generation is done in two phases. In the first phase, based

on user inputs, a representative memory critical path is generated

in a spice format. Either pre-written templates or user provided

netlists can be used for this purpose. The netlists generally contain

all components of the memory including write buffers, column

and row decoders, multiplexers, precharging circuitry and sense

amplifiers. The advantage of generating an approximate critical path

from individual components is the ability to port designs from one

technology to another and rapidly estimate the memory-wide statistics

to better understand the changes in the design. While the design of

each peripheral circuitry can change, their input/output ports are fixed

to ensure coherency in simulation results. Therefore, their interfaces

and certain timing related specifications are static. Once the memory

macro is generated, all the different failure criteria are evaluated

based on input specifications. The influence of the peripheral circuitry

on the failure probability is captured through the use of one or

more tuning-knobs that control the timing and bias sources of the

memory array. The bias knobs can typically control all voltage

sources connected to the write, read and precharge lines while the

timing knobs can limit read/write and sense amplifier enable times.

We estimate the failure probabilities while tuning the design knobs

like wordline pulse width, sense-amplifier offset, standby voltage and

temporally varying parameter like temperature. The obtained results

are presented in figure 3. The values are normalised to the minimum

failure probability observed. Note that in some results the increase in

failure probability is not necessarily an increase in the overall failure

probability. Each failure mode exhibits different trends for different

tuning parameters. We have highlighted only those failure modes that

are the most affected by such design parameters.

In the second phase of simulation, the obtained estimates from the

simulation are fed into black-box analytical models that provide ac-

curate memory-wide statistics of power, yield and area overhead. We

have also included an optimization layer that can take control of the

simulations independently and guide design choices autonomously.

For a minimum number of input constraints, it can optimize the
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Fig. 3. Estimated increase in failure probabilities as a function of varying
control knobs. The values are normalised to the lowest failure probability.

cell specifications subject to limits set on the input parameters.

Another unique feature of our tool is the seamless integration with

a state of the art soft-error rate estimation tool, TFIT [4]. We

evaluate the tolerance of the cell to soft-errors through a techno-

logical process characterization database allowing the generation and

evaluation of any transient currents that may be induced by single

events. This database built from prior silicon test data is primarily

a response model that tracks the effect of transient current pulses

on the individual transistors of the cell. The cell response is then

evaluated w.r.t. these events in a given working environment. In its

current iteration, TFIT does not support variability specific control

statements that many simulators accept. A custom wrapper-like TFIT

interface interacts with TFIT and provides it with the necessary

configuration files and a modified cell netlist with the necessary

variation information injected.

All simulations have been performed on a 6-core machine running

at 3.0 GHz and using 32GB of main memory. INFORMER supports

multi-core processing and for each run of the input configuration, six

operations (4 failure modes, soft-error, power/latency simulation) are

performed in parallel to further enable rapid design space exploration.

IV. USE CASES OF INFORMER

A. Constraint based optimization

Figure 4 shows the percentage yield as a function of the spread in

leakage power and cell area under the impact of spatial variations. The

analysis was performed for a lot of 729 cells with different transistor

dimensions. It was observed that the 1-σ deviation of leakage and cell

area is 51.2% and 5.4% respectively. From the figure, it should be

clear that the yield by itself does not display any particular trend with

respect to leakage and cell area. Thus the problem of cell sizing can

be viewed as a non-linear optimization with a set of input constraints.

We defined the constraint problem as, minimize cell area subject to

yield > 90% and std. dev. of leakage < -1.2σ. For this case, the

optimized cell area was 3.2% lower than that of the mean close to

the nominal design. When the constraint on std. dev. of leakage was

≤ 0, the cell was further optimized and the obtained area estimates

were 8.25% lower than the mean.

B. Column redundancy limits on yield

Redundancy has been proposed as a low-cost technique to im-

prove yield and reduce test cost by replacing defective (hard faults)
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Fig. 4. Impact of cell area and power on yield

rows/columns with redundant ones. More recently, redundancy has

been used to improve the functional yield at low supply voltages

where the functional margin is very poor [8]. In order to achieve

maximum yield through the use redundancy, it is important to know

exact fault locations apriori. That way, redundant columns (rows) can

be allocated to the column (rows) with most number of faults with

significant increase in yield. Figure 5 shows the estimated yield as a
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Fig. 5. Yield w.r.t. the number of redundant columns in a 256x128 Array

function of the number of redundant columns for five different cases

of supply voltage. It is well known that supply voltage scaling is the

most effective technique for power savings. However, beyond a point

it becomes a critical reliability constraint and no longer is energy

efficient due to area and power-overheads of the recovery mechanisms

(redundant columns). There is approximately a 33% reduction in

power when lowering supply voltage from 700mV to 600mV and

the area overhead needed to ensure 90% yield is nearly 47% which

makes it a non-viable option for dense embedded memories. Instead,

a small overhead in the cell area can be incurred to achieve lower

failure probability and still be able to operate at lower voltages.

C. Variability aware soft-error rate estimation

As the soft-error rate is exponentially dependent on the critical

charge, the impact of process variations on soft-error rate is not

trivial. Previous studies have highlighted that gate-length variations

has the most impact on the critical-charge and can be as high as

80% [9]. We use a 45nm cell designed in conjunction with a 45nm

CMOS database. The choice of technology node for this study was

prompted by the lack of accurate design files for advanced nodes.

Figure 6 shows the distribution of the SER (FIT/1Mb) of memory

designed using 3 different cells. The cell dimensions were obtained

from [8] and scaled accordingly. Normalising the area estimates of the
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different cells w.r.t. to the smallest cell, the areas of the intermediate

and largest are 23% and 46% higher (reported estimates were for

32nm technology). We notice here that the spread is very small unlike

leakage power or access latency. This is mainly because the effects

of independent variation of channel length and width on the critical

charge are quite different and they eventually cancel out each other.

Further, as the soft-error phenomena is observed only in the hold

states, the access transistors can be completely ignored in the analysis.

It was shown in [8] that the probability of joint occurrence of a soft-

error and parametric failure in the same memory word is extremely

low. Therefore, it is sufficient if both types of errors are treated in

an orthogonal manner.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a new tool, INFORMER, that helps

to estimate memory-wide critical statistics like power, performance

and yield early in the design stage. The tool captures reliability failure

mechanisms using circuit-level simulations and applies it on higher-

level specifications for rapid design space exploration. Finally, we

have demonstrated three different applications of the tool that can

be leveraged to make intuitive design choices that ultimately lead to

designing more robust memories.
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